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Growing Reservoir Networks Using the Genetic Algorithm Deep HyperNEAT
Nancy MacKenzie, Christof Teuscher, Ph.D.
teuscher.:Lab, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Portland State University
OBJECTIVE
Our goal is to grow neural architectures that:
• gradually become more complex
• are efficient
• are biologically-inspired

We’re using the following approaches to achieve it:
• Reservoir Computing
• Deep HyperNEAT (DHN) algorithm

Hypothesis:

By gradually increasing the size and
complexity of the network to the extent that
the task requires, we will be able to build more
optimally performing, efficient networks that
exhibit modularity reflective of the task.

BACKGROUND: DHN
Deep Hypercube-based NeuroEvolution of
Augmenting Topologies (DHN) 4 is a genetic
algorithm taking its inspiration from evolutionary
strategies to evolve how artificial neural network
structures grow using genetic operators and indirect
encoding to achieve the highest fitness for the task
at hand.
The genetic operators used on the population of
networks are selection of the fittest and mutation.
Mutation is the main form of growth, adding depth
(new layers of nodes), breadth (parallel node
structures), and connectivity between nodes.

Figure 1. Echo State Network with modularity in reservoir (Rodriguez, Izquierdo & Ahn, 2019).

Traditional neural networks train all weights. ESNs
have low training complexity - only output weights
are trained. A traditional ESN has random
connections between nodes in its reservoir and
quantity of nodes is pre-chosen.

Used Python to build and test an Echo State
Network using a simple binary classification task
• Created a random dynamical reservoir
• Trained reservoir on classification task, identifying
vertical and horizontal lines in a 3 x 3 matrix
• Logged and used reservoir state over time to train output
weights
Figure 7: Two examples of high-performing reservoirs (97% fitness). Light blue represents negligible
weight between connections, while darker blues represent higher magnitudes (10-1 to 100).

NEXT STEPS
1. Use Deep-HyperNEAT evolved reservoir to solve
various types of tasks.
• Spatial vs temporal tasks

BACKGROUND: RESERVOIRS
An Echo State Network (ESN) is a type of recurrent
neural network (RNN). RNNs have feedback loops,
allowing the internal nodes that make up the
reservoir to possess memory and process sequential
tasks 1.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

(b)

Figure 5: ESN Reservoir state over time. Each color represents a node in the reservoir. Left:
Oscillatory dynamics of the empty reservoir are shown. Once the perturbations of the reservoir
die down, inputs are sent in. Right: each vertical line represents an input being sent into the
reservoir. The input is then ‘clamped’ (held for n time steps), until the perturbations die down
and output from the reservoir can be averaged.

Figure 3: Examples of mutations performed in Deep HyperNEAT. Top: Increasing depth by adding
layers of nodes. Middle: Increasing breadth, allowing for parallel processing. Bottom: Adding
connectivity between nodes (Sosa & Stanley, 2018).

Indirect encoding (using fewer genotypes to generate
more phenotypes) is performed by the Compositional
Pattern-Producing Network (CPPN), which uses
combinations of math functions to reduce the
information required to generate a variety of neural
network architectures.

Combined Deep HyperNEAT and Echo State
Network and used DHN-evolved ESN on same
binary classification task over 25 runs.
• Evolved dynamical reservoir using Deep HyperNEAT
according to vertical and horizontal lines classification
task using a population of 150 architectures over a
maximum of 500 generations per run.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
General algorithm:
• Input task and parameters

•

Represent substrate (nodes, connectivity pattern, and connective
weights) as an adjacency matrix of a weighted directed graph

Figure 6: Left: Mean percentage values for minimum, average, and maximum fitness over 25 runs.
Right: Mean values for the number of reservoir nodes and connections between nodes per
architecture.

• Fitness reached 97% to 98% within the first 10 generations,
on average, with the highest-performing architectures
Figure 4. A weighted, directed graph represented as an adjacency matrix (Javatpoint, 2019).

staying around these values.

•

Use adjacency matrix as reservoir in Echo State Network

• The average fitness of an architecture was 69.8%.

•

Train reservoir output weights

•

Send back fitness score to Deep HyperNEAT algorithm

• The average minimum fitness was 0%.

• DHN updates and grows next generation until desired
fitness (accuracy) is reached

3. Evaluate the resulting structure of the reservoir
using statistical analysis and graph theory.
• How do plots look after 100s or 1000s of runs?
• Does modularity emerge and how does it vary
according to different tasks?
• How does previously-formed modularity inform future
tasks?
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• For each architecture:

More recently, researchers are finding that creating
sub-reservoirs, or modularity, increases
performance 2,3. Finding optimal modularity and
size for desired performance proves to be a
challenge 3.

2. Compare performance between DHN-evolved
reservoir and random reservoir.
• Accuracy vs number of reservoir nodes

• DHN generates population of architectures

Figure 2. What is the optimal modularity for performance? (Rodriguez, Izquierdo & Ahn, 2019).

• Multitasking

• The average number of nodes in a reservoir was 10.8.
• The average number of connections per reservoir was 10.8.
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